
CaptureX
CAPTURE. SHARE. TRAIN.
XCapture™ experience sharing applications are web-based tools that help 
users capture mission and event experiences and lessons learned in a form 
that is easy to document, share, and apply.  

Based on a highly adaptable platform, XCapture applications rapidly walk a user through a 
guided interview to capture the critical information from a military mission, emergency event, 
or disaster response.  

XCapture applications let you: 

 h Rapidly and easily create, edit, and view descriptions  
 of missions, events, and lessons learned 

 h Easily create a variety of reports using standard  
 templates or ones you design yourself

 h Share the information you develop with others in your  
 professional community 
 
XCapture applications can integrate with AlphaTRAC’s crisis 
decision training technologies to provide the foundation for 
scenario-based online training. 
 
Current Features 
 
XCapture applications: 

 h Have an easy-to-use interface similar to many tax preparation applications
 h Structure mission/event and lessons learned information and store it in a  

 secure database
 h Include a search function you can use to locate information of interest 
 h Let you share your information with others in the XCapture community and  

 view the information that others share with you
 h Present lessons learned in context of the mission/event
 h Provide customizable, printable worksheets and reports
 h Provide an online forum to support knowledge sharing and discussions  

 among users
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XCapture Applications

The XCapture suite of applications is based on a common technology 
platform. Each is tailored to the needs of a specific user community—all of 
which share in advances made to the base technology.

XCapture ADT
XCapture ADT helps National Guard Agribusiness Development Teams (ADTs) quickly and 
easily gather and organize mission information, conduct after action reviews (AARs), prepare 
mission reports, and share knowledge with other teams in-theater 
and at home.

With XCapture ADT, you can create, edit, and review a variety of 
standard mission reports, including AARs, mission summaries, 
and StoryBoards.

Using the guided interview, the system helps you document:

 h Pre-mission information, including the mission purpose 
 and schedule; assumptions about the weather, terrain, and  
 driving conditions; planned tasks; civil considerations;   
 and an assessment of risk 

 h Mission information, including the tasks that were actually 
 attempted or completed and a review of the mission as a   
 whole

 h Lessons learned, including a review of the actual risk and   
 suggestions for things to sustain and improve

XCapture ADT is currently deployed with provincial reconstruction teams in Afghanistan as 
part of a pilot program. 

XCapture Fire 
Currently under development, XCapture FIRE will help firefighters quickly and easily prepare 
post-incident reports for formal and informal experience sharing. The reports will be made 
available to the XCapture fire community through a searchable 
database which will let users locate incidents of interest. Shared 
experiences will also be used in AlphaACT® FIRE, as part of the 
experience database used in crisis decision training.

Using the guided interview, the system will help you document:

 h Background information about the event and the    
 resources available to deal with it

 h Information about the event and the event scene
 h A post-incident review, including lessons learned

XCapture FIRE is planned for a summer 2013 launch.
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XCapture HAZMAT
Also under development, XCapture HAZMAT will help emergency responders quickly and 
easily gather and record event information for a broad range of hazardous material events.  
HAZMAT responders will use the tool’s guided interview to quickly develop post-incident 
reports which will be made available to the XCapture response community via a searchable 
database. Shared experiences will also be used in AlphaACT HAZMAT, as part of the 
experience database used in crisis decision training.

XCapture HAZMAT is planned for a summer 2013 launch.

Future Features
Other efforts are on the drawing board or already 
under development.  Future features planned for 
XCapture applications will let you:

 h Gather field information, including notes,   
 audio, photographs, video, and maps using   
 apps on mobile devices

 h Facilitate a team AAR process that includes   
 AAR meeting agendas, reporting templates,   
 and the tools to conduct virtual team meetings for distributed team members

 h Easily export formatted information and data to lessons learned and other external   
 databases

For more information about the XCapture family of products and how XCapture 
applications could serve your professional community, contact:

Reed Hodgin
720-263-4402 | rhodgin@alphatrac.com

®
Corporate Headquarters
10385 Westmoor Drive | Suite 310
Westminster | CO | 80021
Phone: 303-428-5670
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